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A Design Criteria to Achieve Giant Ising-Type Anisotropy in
CoII-Encapsulated Metallofullerenes

Mukesh Kumar Singh, Pratima Shukla, Munmun Khatua, and Gopalan Rajaraman*[a]

Abstract: Discovery of permanent magnetisation in mole-
cules just like in hard magnets decades ago led to the pro-
posal of utilising these molecules for information storage de-
vices and also as Q-bits in quantum computing. A significant
breakthrough with a blocking temperature as high as 80 K

has been recently reported for lanthanocene complexes.
While enhancing the blocking temperature further remains

one of the primary challenges, obtaining molecules that are

suitable for the fabrication of the devices sets the bar very
high in this area. Encouraged by the fact that our earlier pre-

dictions of potential single-molecule magnets (SMMs) in lan-
thanide-containing endohedral fullerenes have been verified,

here we set out to undertake a comprehensive study on
CoII-ion-encapsulated fullerene as potential SMMs. To study

this class of molecules, we have utilised an array of theoreti-
cal methods ranging from density functional to ab initio

CASSCF/NEVPT2 methods for obtaining reliable estimate of

zero-field splitting parameters D and E. Additionally, we have
also employed, for the first time a combination of molecular

dynamics based on DFT methods coupled with CASSCF/
NEVPT2 methods to seek the role of conformational isomers
in the relaxation of magnetisation. Particularly, we have stud-
ied, Co@C28, Co@C38 and Co@C48 cages and their isomers as
potential target molecules that could yield substantial mag-

netic anisotropy. Our calculations categorically reveal a very
large Ising anisotropy in this class of molecules, with Co@C48

cages predicted to yield D values as high as @127 cm@1. Our

calculations on the smaller cages reveal the free movement
of CoII ion inside the cage, leading to the likely scenario of

faster relaxation of magnetisation. However, larger fullerene
cages were found to solve this issue. Further models with in-

corporating units such as {CoOZn}, {CoScZnN} inside larger
fullerenes yield axial zero-field splitting values as high as

@200 cm@1 with negligible E/D values. As these units repre-
sent a strong axiality coupled with a viable way to obtain

air-stable low-coordinate CoII complexes, this opens up a

new paradigm in the search of SMMs in this class of mole-
cules.

Introduction

Molecular magnets have attracted a great deal of attention in
the last two decades as several potential applications to mod-

ernise current electronic devices have been proposed.[1] Dis-
covery of bi-stability for spin reversal of magnetisation in the
first-ever reported single-molecule magnets[2] at low tempera-
tures led to the proposal of employing these molecules for

molecular magneto-optical switches, extremely high-density
and miniaturised information storage devices, quantum en-

cryption devices, magnetic refrigeration, magnetic resonance
imaging and recently in molecular spintronics.[3] Only a handful
of molecules based on transition metals are reported to pos-

sess a larger barrier height than the archetypal {Mn12} cluster.[2]

In transition-metal clusters, an SMM exhibiting a barrier height

of 90 K has been reported, while for a two-coordinate FeII com-
plex, the blocking barrier is found to be 4.5 K.[4, 5] In lantha-
nides, several DyIII molecules possess substantial blocking tem-

perature, and the value has now reached as large as 80 K.[1u, 6]

In this field, computational tools are indispensable as often cal-

culations based on ab initio CASSCF based methods are uti-
lised to rationalise the experimental properties.[7] Moreover,
these methods are robust towards prediction, and several such
predictions made on lanthanide-encapsulated fullerene cages

with varying size and shape has been duly verified by experi-
mental groups.[8] These lanthanide endohedral metalloful-
lerenes (EMFs) are fullerenes that have metal ions, dinuclear

fragments, trinuclear or mixed[9] systems encapsulated in vari-
ous Cn cages exhibiting fascinating magnetic properties.[1k, 8a, 10]

If doped fullerene cages such as C79N are utilised, this leads to
extremely strong magnetic coupling between the LnIII and the

radical centres, again predicted by theory and verified lately by

experiments.[1k, 8b] Lanthanide ions are known to be anisotropic
in nature because of the deeply buried degenerate 4f orbitals

and by virtue of this property, they are found to be the most
promising tool to build an SMM with high energy barrier for

spin reversal.[6d]
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Some transition-metal ions are also known to inherit large
ground-state anisotropy reflected in the splitting of the metal

states in zero-field along the particular direction and termed as
axial zero-field splitting (D).[1w, 11] This anisotropy is strongly cor-

related to the coordination geometry around the metal ions
and the electronic structure for the metal ions. Ligand-field-in-

duced removal of d-orbital degeneracy causes lowering of
axial anisotropy. Thus, obtaining a molecule with low coordina-

tion number can increase the anisotropy significantly by mini-

mising the quenching of the orbital angular momentum by
the ligand field. An illustrative example of this kind is the

report of [FeI{C(SiMe3)3}2]@ and related compounds, reported to
possess record high Ueff value for a transition-metal SMMs.[5]

Very recently, [Co{C(SiMe2ONaph)3}2] has been reported in
which a two-coordinate CoII ion is found at the centre of the

molecule, which possesses SMM characteristics with a reported

Ueff value of 450 cm@1.[12] Though these examples illustrate
clearly what can be achieved with transition-metal ions, all

these complexes are unstable under ambient conditions and
hence render future device fabrication using these molecules a

herculean task.
An alternative and viable way to stabilise low-coordination

transition-metal compounds is to encapsulate them in cages

such as fullerene.[8] Among the transition-metal complexes, CoII

complexes are found to be the most fascinating because of its

strong ground state anisotropy, and several literature examples
are already known for monometallic CoII complexes with SMM

properties with attractive barrier heights.[13] Encapsulating the
CoII ion in EMFs thus is an attractive idea that can be pursued.

In terms of natural abundance and relative ease of separation

are further advantages in using cobalt as a substitute for lan-
thanide-based magnets. Considering that synthesis of the de-

sired fragment inside the fullerene cage of apt size is a chal-
lenging task, screening such a large ensemble of molecules

using ab initio CASSCF theory is an attractive idea to obtain
lead molecules that are expected to possess interesting mag-

netic properties.

Moreover, literature precedent on transition/lanthanide
single-ion magnets (SIMs) suggests the occurrence of several

relaxation processes, such as quantum tunnelling of magneti-
sation (QTM), two-phonon Orbach and Raman relaxation, and
relaxation due to metal/ligand nuclear spin (hyperfine cou-
pling).[6d] These cause the relaxation to occur with lower

energy barrier leading to smaller blocking temperature (TB),
and is often much smaller than effective energy barrier, Ueff, in
SIMs. Among other factors that influence the QTM in transi-

tion-metal SIMs, transverse components of anisotropy (E) play
an important role in controlling QTM.[11b, 14] Whereas, Orbach re-

laxation can be facilitated through higher excited states if one
has strong axial ligand-field environment around metal ions in

the absence or presence of very weak transverse ligand field.

These stringent conditions to enhance the barrier height can
be obtained using M@EMF as they have best of both worlds

(strong axial direction, high-symmetry, no nuclear spin atoms
such as H, which is very common in coordination complexes,

high-rigidity due to strong carbon-carbon bond).[8] For these
reasons, here we have decided to employ the ab initio CASSCF

method to obtain insight into Co@EMFs and their suitability
towards SMM behaviour. We aim to explore the following
questions:

1) Which is the most suitable Co@EMF, among Co@C28/38/48, to
yield very large anisotropy?

2) Which is the most appropriate combination for F(C)-Co-X,
here F(C) denotes fullerene C atoms and X oxygen or nitro-

gen atoms (CoNScZn@C76/82 and CoOZn@C70/80) among C70,

C76, C80 and C82 that can be targeted to obtain large Ising
anisotropy?

3) How stable are these cages and how does Co@C/O/N bond-
ing influence the magnetic anisotropy?

4) As various isomers are possible for these Co@EMFs, how
these geometric variations influence the magnetic anisotro-

py and eventually the QTM?

5) As the Co-cage bonds are often weak, the CoII atom tends
to move around the cage, creating various isomers. These

isomers are correlated to the vibrational modes of the
ground state structure. Among several cages studied,

which structures fare better in obtaining consistently large
negative zero-field splitting with a very small E/D values?

All these questions have been answered here using molecu-
lar dynamics based on DFT methods and combining these re-

sults with the calculations based on CASSCF/NEVPT2 methods
on obtained geometries.

Results and Discussion

To begin with, we have started our computational studies on
several endohedral CoII fullerenes with varying cage size rang-

ing from C28 to C82 and estimated their binding energies, struc-
ture and magnetic properties. We have performed calculations

on all the selected EMFs and their isomers (see Figure 1). To as-
certain how energetically close-lying isomers influence the

magnetic anisotropy, we have considered all possible isomers

of Co@C28, Co@C38 and Co@C48 fullerenes in our calculations
(there are two, six and nine isomers for these cages, respec-
tively). All the estimated parameters are summarised in Table 1.

Structure and bonding in Co@C28, Co@C38 and Co@C48 cages

C28 fullerene is known as one of the smallest stable fullerenes
and literature examples are already known for metal encapsu-
lated M@C28 types of molecules.[6d, 15] Two isomers are possible

for C28 fullerene cage, and we have considered both of them
(C28-1 and C28-2). We have placed a CoII ion inside these iso-

mers and performed geometry optimisation followed by
single-point calculations to check the stability trend. Co@C28-2
isomer is found to be more stable (by 32.9 kJ mol@1) relative to

Co@C28-1. In isomer Co@C28-1, the CoII ion has highly distorted
tetrahedral geometry. Whereas in the Co@C28-2 isomer, the CoII

ion interacts with the h6 hexagonal ring (see Figure 1). One can
explain the observed stability trends using two key parame-

ters : 1) strain in fullerene cage and 2) interaction between the
endohedral CoII ion with the carbon atoms of fullerene.
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The first parameter can be studied by considering the adja-
cent pentagonal ring count. Fullerenes with two pentagonal

rings with one common fused adjacent are found to be desta-
bilised because of the greater strain in the ring and this causes

destabilisation by 75–150 kJ mol@1 per adjacent pentagonal
ring (APR or also known by isolated pentagonal rule, IPR).[16]

This factor is supposed to be the most influencing one as the

magnitude of destabilisation is very large. The Co@C28-1
isomer has 20 APR, whereas the Co@C28-2 isomer has 18 APR,

giving the extra stability for the latter isomer compared to the
former one. The second parameter can be studied using natu-

ral bonding orbital (NBO) analysis. NBO donor–acceptor inter-

actions in the second-order perturbation theory analysis yield
four strong (Co)3d–(C)2p interactions (96.3 kJ mol@1,

102.6 kJ mol@1, 133.1 kJ mol@1 and 147.0 kJ mol@1) in the
Co@C28-2 isomer. These interactions are extremely small in

Co@C28-1 isomer suggesting additional electronic stabilisation
in Co@C28-2 due to the incorporation of CoII ion (See Figure 2,

Table 1). Many other moderate interactions are present in both
the isomers. Also, the Co@C28-2 isomer has a smaller average
Co@C distance compared to Co@C28-1 isomer, suggesting the
stronger Co@C interactions in the former isomer compared to

the later isomer, as supported by NBO analysis.
Atom in molecules (AIM) analysis has been performed for

both the isomers to get the insight into the bonding picture
(see Figure S1 in the Supporting Information). AIM analysis
suggests a comparatively strong Co@C(fullerene) covalent in-

teractions for Co@C28-2 relative to Co@C28-1 (Figure 3 and
Table 2). Figures S2 and S3 show the contour plots of electron

density (1(r)) and Laplacian of the electron density (r21(r)) of

Co@C28-1 and Co@C28-2 molecules, respectively. Negative and
positive values of r21(r) at the bond critical point (BCP) imply

accumulation and depletion of electron density, respectively.
Co@C28-2 molecule has 6 BCPs, which are plotted along C16-Co-

C18 (Figure 3 a & d), C19-Co-C22 (Figure 3 b & e) and C27-Co-C28

(Figure 3 c & f) planes.

Figure 1. DFT optimised structures of a), b) Co@C28-1, Co@ibC28-2 ; c)–h) Co@C38-1, Co@C38-2, Co@C38-3, Co@C38-4, Co@C38-5, Co@C38-6 ; i)–p) Co@C48-1–2,
Co@C48-3, Co@C48-4, Co@C48-5, Co@C48-6, Co@C48-7, Co@C48-8 and Co@C38-9 respectively with all the Co@C interactions obtained from AIM analysis and with
all the important structural parameters. Colour code: CoII cyan, O red and C dark grey.
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We have considered six isomers for the Co@C38 fullerene.
The most stable isomer, Co@C38-6, in which CoII ion is found to
be in highly distorted six coordinated reverse umbrella geome-

try, is followed by the Co@C38-2 isomer (by a margin of
12.6 kJ mol@1) in which the CoII ion is in distorted square planar

geometry (see Figure 1 for the geometry around CoII ion in
other isomers). All other isomers have a relative energy of

more than 28 kJ mol@1 with respect to the lowest energy struc-

ture (Table 1). Isomer Co@C38-6 has 11 APRs whereas isomers
Co@C38-2, Co@C38-3, Co@C38-4 and Co@C38-5 have 12 APRs.

Co@C38-1 isomer has 14 APR numbers. This and the nature of
Co@C bonding interactions as deduced from NBO

(2372.7 kJ mol@1 vs. 2185.5 kJ mol@1 for Co@C bond in Co@C38-6
isomer vs. Co@C38-1) explain the energetics trend obtained

from the calculations. AIM analysis reveals six BCPs for Co@C38-

6 (see Figures S1 and S3 and Table S1 of the Supporting Infor-
mation for the contour diagram and values) and this clearly re-

veals that as the cage size increases from C28 to C38, the
strength of the Co@C interactions diminish.

We have considered nine isomers for Co@C48 fullerene and
here Co@C48-9 isomer is found to be the most stable, with CoII

ion in highly distorted square pyramidal geometry, followed by

the isomers Co@C48-4 and Co@C48-5, which are 6.4 and
12.3 kJ mol@1 higher in energy, respectively with CoII ion in

seven coordinated distorted capped trigonal anti-prism and
four coordinated distorted T-shape geometries, respectively

(see Table 1, see Figure 1 for the geometry around CoII ion in
other isomers). All other isomers are found to be high-lying
(more than ca. 40 kJ mol@1). As stated earlier, the stability trend

can be explained using structural topology, NBO donor–ac-
ceptor interactions and AIM analysis. Here AIM analysis reveals
that the most stable Co@C48-9 has six BCPs (see Figures S1 and
S4 and Table S2 of Supporting Information for the contour dia-

gram and values) ; however, the strength of such interactions is
weaker compared to C28 and C38 cages. Incorporation of CoII

ion tends to stabilise an isomer which is otherwise slightly
high-lying in energy in case of C38 isomers; however, this is not
true for C28 and C48 cages. While the incorporation of CoII and

formation of a CoII@carbon bond was found to ease some of
the strain (see Table 1), it is very clear from comparing the

trend that the energetically high-lying cages with a large
energy margin with respect to the ground state geometry are

unlikely to be stabilised by the metal encapsulation.

Estimation of zero-field splitting in Co@C28, Co@C38 and
Co@C48 cages

While large magnetic anisotropy for CoII ion in various coordi-
nation numbers has been reported,[11a,d,e, 12, 17] how the anisotro-

Table 1. DFT calculated binding energies (kJ mol@1) of all the studied fullerenes and EMFs along with their relative energies for the different isomers of the
same molecules. (here, in Cn-M, n = number of carbon atoms in fullerene and M = isomer number) along with their NEVPT2 calculated D and E/D parame-
ters. Second row gives the naming of the isomers as given in http://www.nanotube.msu.edu/. DE(Co + EMF)@(Co@EMF) represents stabilisation energy or relief in
the strain energy after encapsulation of CoII ion.

Fullerene DEfullerene Co@EMF DECo@EMF DE(Co + EMF)@(Co@EMF) D [cm@1] E/D

C28-1 C28-D2-1 5.2 Co@C28-1 32.9 2116.2 @24.3 0.28
C28-2 C28-Td-2 0.0 Co@C28-2 0.0 2143.8 @72.4 0.00
C38-1 C38-C2-6 205.6 Co@C38-1 192.3 2209.6 @50.7 0.20
C38-2 C38-C2-10 0.0 Co@C38-2 12.6 2183.8 31.9 0.07
C38-3 C38-C2-13 12.0 Co@C38-3 28.3 2180.1 @129.3 0.06
C38-4 C38-C1-14 48.6 Co@C38-4 59.2 2185.7 @84.9 0.10
C38-5 C38-C3v-16 25.7 Co@C38-5 112.8 2109.3 @43.2 0.06
C38-6 C38-C2-17 5.4 Co@C38-6 0.0 2201.7 @115.5 0.14
C48-1 C48-C2v-138 103.2 Co@C48-1 55.1 2143.0 @45.7 0.23
C48-2 C48-C1-139 127.7 Co@C48-2 56.9 2165.7 41.1 0.21
C48-3 C48-D2-169 169.6 Co@C48-3 96.0 2168.5 @104.7 0.02
C48-4 C48-C2-170 25.8 Co@C48-4 6.4 2114.2 @57.5 0.18
C48-5 C48-C2-171 54.5 Co@C48-5 12.3 2137.1 @115.0 0.04
C48-6 C48-C2-194 188.6 Co@C48-6 116.6 2166.8 58.4 0.25
C48-7 C48-C1-195 133.3 Co@C48-7 85.6 2142.6 @69.9 0.06
C48-8 C48-Cs-197 108.2 Co@C48-8 39.5 2163.7 @78.3 0.05
C48-9 C48-C2-199 0.0 Co@C48-9 0.0 2094.9 @69.9 0.04

Figure 2. Four strong donor–acceptor interactions computed for (Co)3d@
(C)2p interactions in Co@C28-2.
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py can be modulated in a cage structure such as in EMF has
not been reported. These metal encapsulating fullerenes are

expected to maintain a low coordination environment around

the metal ion ensuring stability at ambient conditions—an ex-
tremely rare combination and hard to achieve in classical coor-

dination compounds. Literature examples show the presence
of both easy axis (negative D) and easy plane (positive D) sys-

tems for monometallic CoII complexes depending on geometry
and ligand field effects.[11d]

For Co@C28 cages, the dominant ground state electronic ar-
rangement for isomers Co@C28-1 and Co@C28-2 are

(dyz)
2(dxy)

2(dx2@y2 )1(dz2 )1(dzz)
1 and (dz2 )2(dx2@y2 )2(dxy)

1(dxz)
1(dyz)

1 with
60 % and 56 % contributions, respectively. The ground state
wavefunction for CoII complexes are composed of several de-

terminants and some of these determinants are non-Aufbau in
nature[12] and here as well the ground state electronic

configuration is found to be strongly mixed with
(dyz)

2(dxy)
2(dx2@y2 )1(dz2 )1(dzz)

1 and (dz2 )2(dx2@y2 )2(dxy)
1(dxz)

1(dyz)
1 con-

figurations (12 % and 14 % mixing, respectively for Co@C28-1
and Co@C28-2) to the ground state wavefunction (see Figure 4

and Table S3 for all other possible electronic arrangements and
their contributions). Similar to the ground state, the first excit-
ed state which contributes most to the D parameters also

found to have strong multi-determinantal characteristics (see
Figure 4 and Table S3). The calculated D values for both the

isomers are found to be negative and the Co@C28-2 isomer has
a D value almost three times larger than the Co@C28-1 isomer

(72.4 cm@1 and 24.3 cm@1, respectively). This drastic variation in

D observed between these two isomers can be related to the
nature of Co@C bonding with Co@C28-1 exhibiting heavily dis-

torted square-planar geometry, while Co@C28-2 has an h6 coor-
dination with a hexagonal ring. This geometric difference in

Co@C28-2 destabilises the dx2@y2 orbital and stabilises the dxy or-
bital compared to Co@C28-1. For both isomers, the largest con-

Figure 3. Plots of electron density 1(r) and Laplacian of electron density (r21(r)) for Co@C28-2 a), d) with BCPs between Co@C16 and Co@C18, b), e) with BCPs
between Co@C19 and Co@C22 and c), f) with BCPs between Co@C27 and Co@C28. The black lines in (a, b and c) indicate 1(r), green and magenta lines in d),
e) and f) indicate r21(r)>0 and r21(r)<0 region, respectively. Blue dots indicate BCPs, brown lines indicate MEP (maximum electron density path) between
Co@C and blue lines indicate inter basin paths.

Table 2. Bond critical point (BCP) properties in Co@C28-1 and Co@C28-2
molecules.

Co@C 1(r)[a]

[ea0
@3]

r21(r)[b]

[ea0
@5]

G(r)[c]

[ea0
@1]

H(r)[d]

[ea0
@4]

Co@C28-1 Co@C6 0.0685 0.2186 0.074 @0.0194
Co@C12 0.048 0.1727 0.0515 @0.0083
Co@C16 0.0685 0.2187 0.074 @0.0193
Co@C26 0.0479 0.1725 0.0514 @0.0083

Co@C28-2 Co@C16 0.0643 0.22408 0.0713 @0.0153
Co@C18 0.0685 0.21505 0.0724 @0.0187
Co@C19 0.072 0.22404 0.0762 @0.0202
Co@C22 0.0749 0.25771 0.0866 @0.0222
Co@C27 0.0796 0.2402 0.086 @0.0259
Co@C28 0.0697 0.2304 0.0757 @0.0181
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tribution arises from dx2@y2!dxy transition, as these orbitals are
very close-lying in energy and the negative sign of D can also
be rationalised as this transition is between same ml levels.[18]

In Co@C28-1, energy separation between these two orbitals is
found to be larger (3404 cm@1 vs. 526.7 cm@1 for Co@C28-1 and

Co@C28-2 isomers, respectively, see Figure 5 a and Table S4–5)
compared to Co@C28-2 isomer resulting in large negative D
value for the latter.

Another important point to mention here is the trend in the

magnitude and sign of D observed for CASSCF and NEVPT2
are found to be similar for both isomers.[19] The E/D value for
Co@C28-1 isomer is found to be relatively large (0.23) and this

is likely to lead to a faster relaxation of magnetisation. In
Co@C28-2 isomer, the E/D value is estimated to be close to

zero. Because of the large negative D along with zero E/D
value, the Co@C28-2 isomer is an ideal target within this small

cage for superior SMM characteristics (negligible E/D, no atom

that contains nuclear spin to offer hyperfine interaction to fa-
cilitate the QTM except Co and capsulation likely to also dimin-

ish the possible intermolecular interactions). This change of E
parameter is explained later.

NEVPT2 calculations on Co@C38 cages suggest isomers
Co@C38-1, Co@C38-3, Co@C38-4, Co@C38-5 and Co@C38-6 possess

negative D values. For isomer Co@C38-2, the D value is found
to be positive. The dominant ground state electronic arrange-
ment for isomers Co@C38-1, Co@C38-3, Co@C38-4, Co@C38-5
and Co@C38-6 is found to be (dxy)

2(dyz)
2(dx2@y2 )1(dxz)

1(dz2 )1,
(dx2@y2 )1(dyz)

2(dxy)
2(dz2 )1(dxz)

1, (dxy)
2(dx2@y2 )1(dz2 )2(dyz)

1(dxz)
1,

(dx2@y2 )1(dyz)
1(dxy)

2(dxz)
2(dz2 )1 and (dxy)

2(dz2 )2(dx2@y2 )1(dyz)
1(dxz)

1 with
95 %, 41 %, 66 %, 29 % and 40 % contributions, respectively. In

these isomers, the largest contribution to D comes from
dxy/x2@y2!dx2@y2 /xy and dxz/yz!dyz/xz transitions. The magnitude of

D can be explained based on the energy separation between
orbitals among which electron transition occurs. Smaller the
energy separation between these orbitals, larger will be the

magnitude of D and vice versa (see Figure 5 b). For Co@C38-2
isomer, the dominant ground state electronic arrangement is

calculated to be (dz2 )1(dx2@y2 )2(dxy)
2(dxz)

1(dyz)
1 with 36 % contribu-

tion. The electronic transition from dx2@y2!dxz is prominent

and yield positive contribution to D. Except for isomers

Co@C38-1 and Co@C38-4, in all other isomers, ground (except
Co@C38-1) and first excited states are strongly mixed suggest-

ing unquenched orbital contribution leading to larger D values
(see Figure 4 and Table S3). In isomers Co@C38-1 and Co@C38-4,

the major contribution to the D parameter comes from a regu-
lar Aufbau determinant. Due to the larger size of the cage in

Figure 4. Multi-determinant characteristics of the ground and excited state wave function for a) Co@C28-2, b) Co@C38-6 and c) Co@C48-9. The computed CI co-
efficients that are larger than 10 % are shown above. For other molecules the results are summarised in a tabular form given in Supporting Information (see
Table S3).
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Co@C38, one can expect a weakening of both transverse and
axial Co@C ligand field strength. However, Co@C interactions in

the transverse direction are found to be weaker than the axial,
as revealed by the AIM analysis. This results in the overall in-

crease in the magnitude of D for Co@C38 compared to Co@C28

fullerene.
For Co@C48 cages, NEVPT2 calculations suggest isomers

Co@C48-2 and Co@C48-6 have positive D values. For the remain-
ing seven isomers, the D value is found to be negative. The

dominant ground state electronic arrangement for isomers
Co@C48-1, Co@C48-3–5, Co@C38-7–9 is found to be

(dx2@y2 )2(dxz)
2(dxy)

1(dz2 )1(dyz)
1, (dx2@y2 )2(dxy)

1(dz2 )2(dyz)
1(dxz)

1,
(dx2@y2 )1(dxy)

2(dxz)
1(dz2 )2(dyz)

1, (dxy)
2(dx2@y2 )1(dxz)

2(dyz)
1(dz2 )1,

(dxy)
2(dx2@y2 )1(dz2 )2(dxz)

1(dyz)
1, (dxy)

2(dx2@y2 )1(dz2 )2(dxz)
1(dyz)

1 and
(dxy)

2(dx2@y2 )1(dxz)
2(dyz)

1(dz2 )1 with 61 %, 100 %, 34 %, 75 %, 57 %,

91 % and 38 % contributions, respectively. Like most of the
Co@C38 isomers, the largest contribution to D comes from

dxy/x2@y2!dx2@y2 /xy and dxz/yz!dyz/xz transitions. The magnitude of
D can be explained based on the energy separation between
the orbitals among which electron transition takes place (see

Figure 5 c). For Co@C48-2 and Co@C48-6, the dominant ground
state electronic arrangement is calculated to be
(dxy)

2(dx2@y2 )1(dxz)
1(dyz)

2(dz2 )1 with 35 % and 80 % contributions,
respectively. Electronic transition from dxy!dxz is prominent in

these two structures, yielding positive contribution to D. In all
these isomers, ground (except Co@C48-3, Co@C48-5, Co@C48-6
and Co@C48-8) and first excited (except Co@C48-3, Co@C48-6
and Co@C48-8) states are strongly mixed yielding large D
values (see Figure 4 and Table S3). Compared to Co@C38 and

Co@C28 cages, the Co@C48 cage size is larger, leading to a
weaker Co@C ligand field interaction (from AIM analysis), re-

sulting in the overall/average decrease in the magnitude of D
for Co@C48. It is important to note here that in all these CoII

ion encapsulated cages, the large D parameter is attributed to

either the regular Aufbau determinant (with small energy sepa-
ration between 3d-orbitals which are involved in electronic

transition) along with multideterminantal non-Aufbau ground-
excited states together or individually (see Figures 4 and 5 and

Tables S3–S20).
The E values are generally found to be negative and inde-

pendent of the size of the cage. The most dominant contribu-

tion comes from transitions between orbitals that have differ-
ent ml values (dx2@y2 /xy!dxz/yz transitions). The positive contribu-

tion to the E parameter is found to arise when the transition
involves two orbitals of the same ml values (dx2@y2 /xy!dxy/x2@y2

or dxz/yz!dyz/xz transitions). One should expect very small E pa-
rameter if both the contributions are comparable as in
Co@C28-2 isomer (see Figure 5 a, Table S3 and S5). Compared

to spin conserved transitions, spin-flip contributions to both D
and E parameters are found to be smaller because of large
energy separation between the quartets and doublets states
(see Figure S5 and Table S4–20 of the Supporting Information).

Ab initio molecular dynamic (MD) simulation of Co@C28,
Co@C38 and Co@C48 cages

Several models considered here yield very large negative D

and very small E/D values as desired for SMMs. However, very
often relaxation mechanism for such cases are non-Orbach in

nature leading to relaxation through vibrationally excited
states. This has been illustrated in a four-coordinate CoII com-

plex reported earlier.[13c]

In EMFs such as the one studied here apart from other ef-
fects, there are several possible isomers that can interconvert

from one to other isomers with very small energy barrier and
the CoII ion inside the cage can move to result in various

states with lower D and large E/D values. To ascertain the fac-
tors that could facilitate such relaxation, we decided to per-

Figure 5. a)–c) Computed d-orbitals splitting for all studied isomers of
Co@C28, Co@C38 and Co@C48 respectively. The values written above the dia-
grams are computed D (red) and E/D (dark blue) values. Note here that for
both isomers only the predominant ground state configuration is represent-
ed.
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form ab initio molecular dynamics simulation using density
functional methods (using UB3LYP functional). We performed

molecular dynamics simulations on the lowest energy structure
of Co@C28/38/48 cages (Co@C28-2, Co@C38-6 and Co@C48-9) for

500 to 1000 fs at 300 K temperature. From the simulated data,
we carefully looked at the MD trajectories and selected various

geometries that lie closer in energy to the ground state struc-
ture for the calculation of D and E/D parameters. In this ap-

proach, we aim to see the robustness of the cage size and

how various dynamical configurations could offer shorter relax-
ation pathways compared to the ground state structures.

The MD trajectory obtained for Co@C28-2 isomer is shown in
Figure 6 a, in which energy difference with respect to the

lowest energy isomer is plotted against time. The dynamics
clearly reveal that CoII ion moves within the cage rather

easily—it started moving towards the wall of the cage and

then retracted back towards the centre resulting in maximum
and minimum points in the energy plot, respectively. As it

comes closer to the wall of the cage, the energy rises due to

repulsion between the C atoms of the cage and the CoII ion
and falls when it moves away (see Figure 6 b). Due to this, os-

cillations are observed in the energy plot. The cage distorts
when the CoII ion approaches the wall of the cage which also

attributes to the oscillations in the energy plot. There is a max-
imum at 12 fs, which may be due to the fact that the mini-

mum energy molecular system takes 12 fs of time to move out
of the potential well. Table S21 in Supporting Information

shows the diameters of the cage, the shortest and the longest

Co@C distances at different time steps. From the table, we see
that at the start of the simulation up to 130 fs, the movement

of the CoII ion inside the cage is more prominent than the
later stages of the simulation. At 46, 50 and 58 fs, the CoII ion

is closest to the wall of the cage than at other time steps. This
is well reflected in the energy plot where the energy reaches a

maximum point at 58 fs. The distortion in the cage can be

measured by the difference in the diameter of the cage. The
distortions of the cage at 46, 50 and 58 fs are more than the

rest of the geometry. This may be the reason behind the irreg-
ular variation in energy up to 130 fs. After 130 fs, the energy

oscillates within a fixed range. Within the initial 8 fs, the geom-
etry around CoII ion is found to be h6/5 coordination with a

hexagonal ring, which is very close to the geometry of Co@C28-

2 isomer. In the next time scales, the CoII ion is found to move
closer towards the adjacent pentagonal ring leading to various

geometries. (see Figure S8 in the Supporting Information for
various geometries).

Figure 6 c provides the time evolution of total energy for the
stable isomer Co@C38-6 after performing an AIMD simulation

at 300 K and a similar oscillation also observed for this isomer

(see Figure 6 d). Here also in the initial 6 fs, the geometry
around CoII ion is found to be same as isomer Co@C38-6 with a

small decrease in the Co@C bond length with time, resulting in
a slight increase in the magnetic anisotropy (see Figure S8 in

the Supporting Information). The data collected for Co@C48-9
is shown in Figure 6 e. Unlike the other two cages, here oscilla-

tions are seen, but at a larger time scales, reflecting greater

stability of the CoII ions in a particular geometry. Larger cage
size aid movement of CoII ion albeit slowly and generates

fewer numbers of minima compared to the other two cages
and this has a significant impact on the mechanism of relaxa-
tion (see Figure 6 f). To assess the magnetic anisotropy of vari-
ous snapshots obtained from MD, we have analysed the data

and taken into consideration those structures which are ener-
getically close lying to the ground state structure (within an
energy window of 80 kJ mol@1 or &6690 cm@1) and computed

D and E/D. For Co@C28-2 molecule, MD reveals that there are
eighteen geometries occurring at various time scales. Particu-

larly in the window of 1–8 fs time scale, eight geometries are
found while in 29–30; 97–98; 130–131 fs time scale two geo-

metries are found. In 78–80 fs scale, three geometries are

found. Our geometry analysis and also the calculations of D
and E/D on these snapshots reveal that within the given time

scale window, the isomers have only minor structural perturba-
tions and hence the parameters computed are very similar.

Hence we will analyse only one point each for the anisotropy.
For isomers Co@C38-6 and Co@C48-9, only five and two struc-

Figure 6. a), c), e) Time (in fs) evolution of energy (DE in cm@1) for Co@C28-2,
Co@C38-6 and Co@C48-9 molecules, respectively. b), d), f) Trajectory of the en-
capsulated Co atom inside the C28, C38 and C48 cages, respectively. The red,
green and ocean blue regions indicated the initial, intermediate and final
stages of the simulation of Co atom. Numbers in the boxes are the range of
D parameters for those structures which are having energy 80 kJ mol@1

higher than the most stable structure.
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tures are found to be low lying in energy and these are taken

into consideration for computing anisotropy (see Table 3).
For Co@C38-6 isomer with time, the ligand field geometry

around CoII ion is found to be the same with minor alternation
in the Co@C distance causing a change of D parameter by

30 cm@1. For Co@C48-9 isomer with time, the geometry around
CoII ion is found to be the same, resulting in almost identical
anisotropy behaviour. The D and E/D value computed for

Co@C28 found to vary drastically with respect to the time with
D vary from + 8.3 cm@1 (at 29 fs) to @118.5 cm@1 (at 129 fs). A

closer look at the geometries and the orbital diagram reveal
that the coordination around the CoII ion is significantly altered
and at 29 fs, the CoII ion is four-coordinated with four carbon
atoms of a pentagonal ring yielding four-legged piano-stool

geometry and this then becomes three coordinated having
distorted pyramidal geometry with carbon atoms of the pen-
tagonal ring at 79 fs (see Figure S8 in the Supporting Informa-
tion). At 98 fs, CoII moves to the centre of a hexagonal ring
and coordinates to four carbon atoms of the hexagon and one

carbon atom of the adjacent C6-C5-C5 junction, giving a highly
distorted trigonal bipyramidal geometry around CoII. At 130 fs

the CoII again becomes a three-coordinate with pyramidal

structure. Between 1–8 fs, the major contribution to D comes
from dx2@y2 to dxy transition, leading to a negative D value. At

29–30 fs, the geometry is a four-legged piano-stool geometry
with no strong equatorial ligation leading to destabilisation of

dx2@y2 orbital and prominent transitions here are between dxy

to dxz orbital leading to positive D value. Again at 78–80 fs, the

geometry is distorted pyramidal and lowers overall crystal field
strength. This causes contributions from both dxy to dx2@y2 /dxz

leading to small negative D value (see Figure 7 and Table S22).

Magnetic anisotropy in larger cages

Molecular dynamics studies on Co@C28/38/48 cages suggests that
as we move to larger fullerene, this yield fewer isomers which

are low-lying in energy and the D values are more robust. Be-

sides, our previous studies also suggest that enhancing the
axial ligand field strength by introducing one extra bridging

atom inside fullerene@Co@X, here X denotes oxygen or nitro-
gen atom (for example, CoNScZn@C76/82 and CoOZn@C70/80, see
Figure 8), is expected to enhance the magnitude of axial aniso-
tropy.[8a] This incorporation of additional co-ligand inside the

Table 3. NEVPT2-calculated D and E/D parameters for various geometries
which are close lying in energy compared to the ground state structure
for Co@C28-2, Co@C38-6 and Co@C48-9.

t [fs] DE [kJ mol@1] D [cm@1] E/D

Co@C28-2 1 0.0 @72.9 0.00
Co@C28-2 2 1.2 @77.1 0.00
Co@C28-2 3 5.6 @80.6 0.00
Co@C28-2 4 15.8 @83.3 0.00
Co@C28-2 5 29.6 @83.6 0.00
Co@C28-2 6 45.6 @82.8 0.01
Co@C28-2 7 62.2 @82.6 0.01
Co@C28-2 8 77.6 @79.7 0.01
Co@C28-2 29 72.3 8.3 0.31
Co@C28-2 30 74.9 8.5 0.29
Co@C28-2 78 64.3 @15.8 0.01
Co@C28-2 79 64.3 @18.2 0.03
Co@C28-2 80 67.4 @21.3 0.04
Co@C28-2 97 66.6 @52.9 0.06
Co@C28-2 98 67.9 @55.3 0.06
Co@C28-2 129 69.4 @118.5 0.00
Co@C28-2 130 71.1 @104.1 0.00
Co@C28-2 131 74.6 @85.8 0.00

Co@C38-6 1 0.0 @115.7 0.14
Co@C38-6 2 36.9 @121.6 0.13
Co@C38-6 3 44.4 @129.4 0.12
Co@C38-6 4 59.4 @136.9 0.09
Co@C38-6 5 79.9 @144.9 0.08

Co@C48-9 1 0.00 @70.1 0.04
Co@C48-9 2 36.91 @71.4 0.04

Figure 7. NEVPT2 computed d-orbitals splitting for low-lying snapshots of
Co@C28-2 cage.

Figure 8. DFT optimised structures of a)–d) CoOZn@C70, CoOZn@C80,
CoScZnN@C76 and CoScZnN@C82, respectively, with all the Co@C interactions
obtained from AIM analysis and with all the important structural parameters.
Colour code: CoII cyan green, ZnII and ScIII dark grey, N blue, O red and C
light grey.
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cage is also likely to arrest the movement of the CoII ion inside
the cage leading to less number of isomers and hence a

robust SMMs. Experimentally several such fullerene cages are
reported in the literature.[10c,j–n,p,s,t,w]

Here we have chosen four different fullerenes namely C70,
C80, C76 and C82 and inside the cage Co-O-Zn or Co-N-Sc(Zn)
units are considered for our calculations. These models draw
inspiration from previous reports of Sc2O@C82 and VxSc3@xN@C80

(x = 1, 2).[10c, 20] The computed D, E/D and g-tensors are listed in

Table 4.

SA-CASSCF calculation on these four cages yields a very

high negative D values (see Table 4). The dominant ground

state electronic arrangement for cages CoOZn@C70,
CoOZn@C80, CoScZnN@C76 and CoScZnN@C82 is found

to be (dz2 )2(dxy)
1(dxz)

2(dx2@y2 )1(dyz)
1, (dyz)

1(dx2@y2 )2(dxz)
2(dxy)

1(dz2 )1,
(dz2 )1(dx2@y2 )2(dxz)

2(dxy)
1(dyz)

1 and (dxy)
1(dx2@y2 )2(dxz)

1(dz2 )1(dyz)
2 with

37 %, 27 %, 42 % and 26 % contributions, respectively. In these
isomers, the largest contribution to D comes from

dxy/x2@y2!dx2@y2 /xy and dxz/yz!dyz/xz transitions (see Figure 9 and

Table S23). The magnitude of D can be explained based on the
energy separation between orbitals and this orbital ordering is

strongly correlated to the geometry around CoII ion in the
cage. Smaller the energy separation between these orbitals,

larger will be the magnitude of D and vice versa (see
Figure 10). For cage CoOZn@C70, the computed D value is

found to be @184.6 cm@1, one of the highest value predicted

for any CoII complexes.[21] As discussed earlier, the very small E
parameter is the outcome of the comparable transitions be-
tween both dx2@y2 /xy!dxz/yz and dx2@y2 /xy!dxy/x2@y2 or dxz/yz!dyz/xz

(see Figure 9, Table S24–27). As the symmetry around the
metal ion is found to be higher for all these four cages, the
E/D parameter is found to be small or negligible (<0.05) em-

phasising the potential of these molecules to exhibit SIM char-
acteristics.

As discussed previously, for larger endohedral fullerenes, the
isomers generated are relatively higher in energy and are thus
unlikely to be accessible and this is also true for the four

models discussed (CoNScZn@C76/82 and CoOZn@C70/80). This is
due to the fact that breaking of multiple M@C(fullerene) bonds

(Co@C, Zn@C and Sc@C) required to attain other isomers and

the energy penalty associated with this step is very steep for
these structures as revealed by the very large formation ener-

gies computed (formation energy of @1891 kJ mol@1,
@1729 kJ mol@1, @5881 kJ mol@1 and @5819 kJ mol@1, respec-

tively for CoOZn@C70, CoOZn@C80, CoScZnN@C76 and
CoScZnN@C82 cages). AIM analysis suggests a two-coordinate

linear geometry around CoII ion for CoOZn@C70/80 and
CoScZnN@C82 cages. Whereas for CoScZnN@C76, the geometry

around CoII is found to be five-coordinate distorted square-pyr-
amidal (see Figure S9 and Table S28). Linearity around CoII is
found to be more for CoOZn@C70 then for the CoScZnN@C82

cage and this is followed by CoOZn@C80 cage. This explains
the observed trend of the anisotropy among these four

models.

Conclusions

To this end, our theoretical search for a large magnetic aniso-

tropic system leads us to CoII ion/cluster encapsulated ful-
lerenes, where extremely large axial anisotropy is predicted.

Strong axial ligand field in the presence of a weak transverse
field around paramagnetic CoII ion provides a molecular

Table 4. Calculated zero-field splitting (ZFS) parameters for higher
models.

Models D [cm@1] E/D gxx, gyy, gzz

CoOZn@C70 @184.6 0.01 1.41, 1.66, 4.28
CoOZn@C80 @148.1 0.03 1.94, 2.23, 3.72
CoZnScN@C76 @141.2 0.01 1.22, 1.80, 3.70
CoZnScN@C82 @150.1 0.04 1.86, 2.18, 3.72

Figure 9. Multi-determinant wavefunction of the ground and excited states
for a) CoOZn@C70, b) CoOZn@C80, c) CoScZnN@C76 and d) CoScZnN@C82

EMFs. The computed CI coefficients that are larger than 10 % are shown
above.
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system with low coordination number which is difficult to
achieve in traditional coordination complexes. Moreover, high

anisotropy, high-symmetry, no-nuclear spin atoms such as H,

high-rigidity due to strong carbon-carbon bond are expected
to quench other possible relaxation processes to yield robust

SMMs. Major findings from this study can be summarised
below.

1) We begin with modelling Co@C28, C38 and C48 cages and

their isomers for potential target molecules that could yield

very large magnetic anisotropy. Modelling encompasses de-
termining lower energy structure among various isomers

using density functional methods and later employ lower
energy structure to compute magnetic anisotropy D and E

using CASSCF/NEVPT2 methods. Further, we have also per-
formed molecular dynamics using DFT methods to estimate

various conformational geometries that are energetically

accessible and utilised again CASSCF/NEVPT2 method to
estimate D and E on these conformational snapshots to see

how robust the estimated parameters are. This theoretical
methodology unveiled here is a combination of DFT/
CASSCF/MD methods to screen potential targets for superi-
or SMMs and attempt has been made to take into consider-

ation various factors that facilitate relaxation of magnetisa-
tion process and not simply the D and E parameters of the
ground state structure.

2) Our calculations reveal that in C28 cage tested, the D values
vary significantly between two isomers that are considered

(from D =@24.3 cm@1 to @72.4 cm@1). While NBO and AIM
analysis reveals rather strong Co@C bonds in these cages,

the worrying feature is revealed in molecular dynamics sim-

ulation where the energy required to move CoII ion within
the cage is found to be small and hence the CoII is expect-

ed to freely rotate inside the cage generating large confor-
mational geometries at higher temperatures. Computing D

and E values for these conformational snapshots reveal sig-
nificant variation in D (from + 8 cm@1 to @104 cm@1). De-

spite the fact that the energetically low lying isomer of C28

cage has robust D value, accessibility to the various confor-

mations some of which even possess a positive D value
likely to facilitate relaxation of magnetisation that is not

purely governed by Orbach process and hence may not
yield attractive blocking temperatures. For Co@C38 and
Co@C48 cages as well the D values are found to vary signifi-
cantly with the different isomers; however, the movement
of the CoII ion in these cages causes significant energy pen-
alty leading to a few conformational snapshots. Particularly
Co@C48 cages seem attractive as they yield very large D

and small E/D values and also found to possess only a few
conformational snapshots where D and E/D parameters are

nearly invariant.
3) Further suggestion to arrest the movement and to enhance

the axiality was considered by modelling various coordina-

tion motifs that contain CoII ions inside fullerenes. These
include models such as CoOZn@C70, CoOZn@C80,

CoScZnN@C76 and CoScZnN@C82. Here due to strong bind-
ing of CoII to oxygen or nitrogen atom, which is connected

to another diamagnetic transition metal ion, strong axiality
was witnessed leading to extremely large D values. For

CoOZn@C70 model D values as high as &@200 cm@1 with

negligible E/D values are predicted. Formation energies and
MD performed on other molecules reveal that the units in-

corporated inside the fullerene cage are very robust and
likely to yield an attractive barrier for magnetisation rever-

sal. Earlier reports on the X-ray structures of VxSc3@xN@C80

(x = 1, 2) suggest that these predictions are synthetically

viable.

Encouraged by the fact that our earlier predictions on

Ln2@C79N and DyODy@C82 cages have been proved, here we
set out to undertake a comprehensive study on CoII endohe-

dral fullerenes with an aim to set a target for superior SMMs
which are also stable under ambient conditions.

Computational Details

Estimating Magnetic Anisotropy

Reaction The spin-Hamiltonian which determines the zero-field
splitting parameter for transition metal complexes is given by

Equation (1).

bHZFS ¼ D bS2

Z @ SðSþ 1Þ=3
h i

þ E bS2

X @ bS 2

Y

0 /
ð1Þ

Here D and E are the axial zero-field splitting parameter and

rhombic zero-field splitting parameter; and S, SX, SY and SZ are
the total spin toward its x, y and z components, respectively.
The overall D, which is a tensor quantity and its components
for the diagonalised and traceless condition can be expressed
by Equation (2).

D ¼ DZZ @
1
2

DXX þ DYYð Þ ; E ¼ 1
2

DXX @ DYYð Þ ð2Þ

Figure 10. SA-CASSCF computed d-orbitals splitting for CoOZn@C70,
CoOZn@C80, CoScZnN@C76 and CoScZnN@C82 cages. The values written
above the diagrams are computed D (red) and E/D (dark blue) values.
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The components of D (say, Dij in general) are itself negative
by the equation derived from second-order perturbation

theory given by Equation (3).[11c,d]

Dij ¼ @ z2

4S2

X
p;q

hyp
bli

444 444yqihyq
blj

444 444ypi
eq @ ep

@ z2

4S2

X
r;q

hyq
bli

444 444yrihyr
blj

444 444yqi
er @ eq

ð3Þ

Here, z2 is the effective spin-orbit coupling constant of the

molecule, yp, yq and yr are the doubly occupied, singly occu-
pied and vacant molecular orbitals, respectively. e is the orbital

energy. The first term corresponds to b!b (spin-allowed) elec-

tronic transition and the second term corresponds to a!a

(spin-allowed) electronic transition. In addition, li and lj are the

x, y or z components of the total orbital angular momentum
operator L, which connects the corresponding ground state

wavefunction with the excited state. The D parameter is nega-
tive when DZZ> (DXX + DYY) and vice versa. Electronic transitions

within the same ml levels result in dominant DZZ term as

shown in Equation (3).[7d]

The g-tensors and the zero-field splitting parameters were

computed using the ab initio NEVPT2 method as implemented

in the ORCA software suite.[22] Ab initio calculations generally
yield a good estimate of anisotropy compared to density func-

tional methods, as it has been shown recently.[23] State-average
CASSCF calculations were performed for CoII ions incorporating

the five d-orbitals and seven electrons in the active space (CAS
(7,5) setup). Calculations were carried out with ten quartets

and forty doublet excited states in our calculations.[23e] Here,

we employed def2-TZVPP basis set for CoII and def2-TZVP
basis set for the Sc, Zn, O, N and C.[24] The calculations utilised

the RI approximation with the auxiliary def2-SVP/C and def2-
SV/C Coulomb fitting basis sets and the chain-of spheres (RIJ-

COSX) approximation. The employed methodology was used
earlier to obtain an accurate estimation of the zero-field split-

ting (zfs) parameters.[7b,d, 23b, 25] To treat the dynamic correlations,

N-electron valence perturbation theory (NEVPT2) calculations[26]

on SA-CASSCF converged wave functions were performed.

Since the NEVPT2 correlated energies are found to be more ac-
curate towards the estimation of zfs parameters,[23b, 25a–c,e] here
we have restricted our analysis to NEVPT2 results. The reported
g-tensors were also computed using the same methodology.

The zero-field splitting parameters were extracted using the ef-
fective Hamiltonian approach (EHA) that has been shown in
several cases to yield good numerical estimate of this parame-
ter.[7]

Molecular dynamics using DFT

To check the effect of dynamics on magnetic anisotropy, we

carried out ab initio molecular dynamics (AIMD) using the
atom-centred density matrix propagation (ADMP) technique[27]

as implemented in the G09 suite of programme, using UB3LYP
level[28] with a 6-31G* basis set[29] for carbon, nitrogen, oxygen

atoms and LanL2DZ, which encompasses a double-z quality
basis set with the Los Alamos effective core potential, for

Co.[30] Boltzmann distribution was used to generate the initial
nuclear kinetic energies. The temperature was maintained by

using a velocity scaling thermostat throughout the simulation.
All the simulations were carried out at 300 K. Default random

number generator seed was used, as implemented in Gaussian
09 to initiate the initial mass-weighted Cartesian velocity. For

all the cases, trajectories up to 1000 femtosecond (fs) were
generated. We performed AIMD on the lowest stable structure

of all the studied fullerenes at 300 K.[31]

Structure and bonding using DFT methods

All structures optimisation were performed using G09 suite of

the program using density functional theory (DFT).[32] For the
chosen fullerene cages various isomers are possible. To include

this effect in our calculations, we have chosen various isomers
which are close lying in energy. The isomers initial geometries

were obtained from http://www.nanotube.msu.edu/ and were
then optimised at the UB3LYP level[28] with a 6-31G* basis

set[29] for carbon, nitrogen, oxygen atoms and LanL2DZ, which

encompasses a double-z quality basis set with the Los Alamos
effective core potential, for Co, Sc, Zn atoms.[30] Various isomers

within the cages are denoted as Cn@M with n being various
fullerene cages (28, 38 and 48 for example) and M being the

isomer number. The geometries of all isomers are given in Sup-
porting Information and, their description and APR numbers

are given in Table 1 and text below. To estimate the energetics,

single-point calculations were performed on the optimised
structures using TZV basis set for all atoms.[33] These energetics

were used to determine the ground-state structure and the
lowest energy isomers among various Co@Cn cages. There
have been many instances in which several energetically high-
lying isomers (as high as for example 63 kJ mol@1, Sc2C2@C80)[34]

of fullerene have been synthesised and characterised. Here, we
have taken 80 kJ mol@1 as a ball-park number to assess various
isomers to be included in the set of structures for which aniso-
tropy can be analysed. Additionally, to probe the bonding fur-
ther, atoms in molecule (AIM) analysis was performed to deter-

mine the nature of the Co@C interaction and how this is corre-
lated to the magnetic anisotropy (see Supporting Information

for further details). Thus, within the framework of the AIM
theory, the related AIM parameters such as bond critical points
(BCPs) have been computed to gain insight into the bond-

ing.[35]
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